This new documentary coming out tomorrow may be a dis-info/brainwashing project. Truth mixed with lies. This entire project from top to bottom is covered with Illuminati symbolism. This film just really gives me strange vibes. From promo artwork, to the film itself (trailer), to the release date. Yes, I know we are tired of hearing about 11.11.11, But I think people should understand and realize the true power of this number and what it represents in the occult before jumping to conclusions and clam there is nothing to this number, which in fact there very much is.

11 is very powerful for them. It represents a gateway, portal, or new era, etc. And of course this all ties in with 9/11. I believe some here have pointed out that the towers were picked for the false flag mega ritual attack for more than just the obvious reasons. This is very reasonable. Yes they were iconic structures. But it’s much deeper than that. The towers represents 11. Completing the ritual successfully would mean ushering in a new world, a new era. What do people always say about 9/11? "The world has changed". "We live in a new world". "It’s a completely different world now". This global
psyche was by design. Changing our psyche on a global scale is just the tip of the iceberg, but is a big part of WHY they did it on 9/11. Now, when understanding this, I think it's safe to say 11.11.11 could be much much more powerful of a date. Three times as powerful? Some might say, "well nothing has happened before or never referenced to 11.11.11 dates in history". Well, the utilization by the Illuminati of this number has not been relevant until after the new world order plans were set in motion. Also to be clear, I'm not saying this means some event will happen tomorrow, I am just bringing to our attention the numerology aspect, what it has meant for them thus far and the importance of the number 11. And why perhaps maybe behind the scenes, or through media, something may occur, that we may not even notice or be aware of. The release of various projects in film, media. Perhaps subliminal and hidden messages will be more abundant, who knows.

So back to the film THRIVE and the abundance of symboloy used.

I would compare THRIVE to perhaps the Zeitgeist Movement. Some have argued that the movement and films are an Illuminati/NWO tool to help usher in a NWO. Another dis-info psy op project. That argument is very solid. There is also symbolism in those films as well. While I'm on the fence regarding the ZM, I'm leaning towards dis-info, because everything it represents seems so much like a NWO scenario. If it looks like a duck, quacks like a duck, well.. This is what I think THRIVE might represent. The war on our minds is in such a crucial stage, and at a tipping point, It's very difficult to believe ANY truth seeker/truth teller/truth project 100% these days. I tend to be open minded to everyone and every outlet, and make my own conclusions after that. And this is what I'm saying. I think we should be aware of these possibilities and just consider this possibility for just one second. We should be on constant alert, and proceed with caution with every piece of truth info out there.

So let's look at some examples of symbolism in THRIVE, oddities, and other things to point out.

1. One Illuminated eye
2. From the trailer, window curtain shaped like pyramid, clock showing 11:11, two pillars (towers) behind the men representing 11, and checkered floor. Pyramid > 11:11 > 11 > Checkered floor
Illuminati Card Game, Clock: 11:11

3. Big Budget "Activist" Film, big names, big advertising, glossy lavish look

4. Foster Gamble is part of Procter & Gamble, One of the most powerful corporations on earth, The Gamble family is heavily involved in the modern day Eugenics movement. Another red flag. www.muckety.com...

5. And last but not least 11.11.11 release date

So, some things strike me very odd bout this whole project and goal to be another "movement". We'll see how it all plays out tomorrow I guess.

---

Hey, great analysis! 😊
I had heard about this movie, but haven't looked into it yet. You certainly picked up on a lot of the symbols being used that many disregard as utter nonsense. I'd heard that the movie was going to be a free download, then heard it was going to be $5. I guess I'll have to check it tomorrow and see if it's free or not. Then again, maybe I'll avoid it so I don't get programmed. 😐

You have a good eye (no Illuminati pun intended)! We'll have to see where this goes....
reply posted on 10-11-2011 @ 09:26 PM by Raivan31

reply to post by ProphetOfZeal

Nice find...... and the plot thickens
2nd

Do not buy until you read this 4 week study on the results of using the E-Cigarette to quit smoking.

"Her clever $5 wrinkle therapy angers botox doctors. We reveal how..."

Turn $200 worth of pocket change into a whopping pile of cash with "dirt cheap" penny stocks.

This one simple sleeping device may change your life forever...

reply posted on 10-11-2011 @ 09:38 PM by NowanKenubi

reply to post by ProphetOfZeal

The eye is not only illuminated ( by a Light Being... ), but you only get to see one ( eye )...

I don't recall of hearing of this movie before. I will look into it. Nice find of the symbolism!

But it may also have been made to make sure that people that are waking up understand that the symbolism they see are only "props" constructed for the movie, not having any real meaning in real life.

How many times have I heard that it wasn't true since it was in a big Hollywood movie! You tell them those things were present before and they enter zombie zone...

reply posted on 10-11-2011 @ 09:47 PM by NowanKenubi

reply to post by ProphetOfZeal

Am I wrong in thinking that the 9 of 911 symbolizes energy going up? The 2 ones could represent separation, or duality. 11.11.11 would be a triple duality... Maybe 666?
Or it could symbolize an attack from "our plane" to the higher one?

reply posted on 10-11-2011 @ 09:55 PM by dogturkey007

reply to post by ProphetOfZeal

In picture #2 not only the clock but the two columns to the right would make it
Good thinking!

But it may be window (double), clock and columns, in order to get 11.11.11.

EDIT: Could it mean space, time, dimension?

Verizon is riding 11-11-11 in as well. I just received a text that they will begin selling the New Droid Razor at 11:11am tomorrow.
Good thinking!

But it may be window (double), clock and columns, in order to get 11.11.11.

EDIT: Could it mean space, time, dimension?

Wow. Good observations guys!

Indeed. How could that escape me. Also, the window curtain, shaped as a pyramid. So we have:
Pyramid > 11:11 > 11 > Checkered floor

Also, you are not far off in thinking it could relate to dimension/alternate plane/higher energy!

It's all about synchronicity! As explained here in this fascinating theory:
Symbolism/Portal/Stargate/alternate dimension

Also yes, 11.11.11 has been theorized by some to represent 666.
reply posted on 10-11-2011 @ 10:23 PM by timetothink

*reply to post by ProphetOfZeal*

So, I didn't know about this movie and now I am intrigued. I am starting researching it and it is definitely suspicious considering Foster Gamble is behind it, the heir to the Gamble fortune. Why would he be outing his own people? Is it something it is meant to desensitize us to eugenics? Bring back the days of the Nazi empire? Clean out the bad genes so humanity can move forward and Thrive? I am going to continue researching this and see what tomorrow brings. Keep up the good work, let you know what I find.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

reply posted on 10-11-2011 @ 10:36 PM by timetothink

Any "Lost" fans reading this? The more I read about this Foster Gamble the more he reminds of the Alvar Hanso character from Hanso Foundation. His projects mirror the projects of the Hanso Foundation. Do you think Lost was a disclosure of the disclosure?

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

reply posted on 10-11-2011 @ 11:33 PM by mytheroy

I found this earlier today this guy uses our money from the 50 dollar and the new 50 dollar uses a computer to do whatever it is but pretty cool. I'll give a hint involves a dam.

[www.youtube.com/u/12/HBWNUZqSS5c](http://www.youtube.com/u/12/HBWNUZqSS5c)

edit on 10-11-2011 by mytheroy because: link didn’t work
edit on 10-11-2011 by mytheroy because: (no reason given)

reply posted on 11-11-2011 @ 06:29 AM by DogsNGods

While I agree the content and analysis is interesting, one must remember to keep one eye looking behind while focusing on this type of published information. A true manipulation is easily performed when the manipulator is able to focus the
attention of the majority on symbolism within hidden messages.

Distraction.

*Real information is right in front of you.*

**Reply posted on 11-11-2011 @ 06:59 AM by AlexIR**

Maybe the simbolism is there because thats what the documentary is about?

Think of that for a moment.

The message is pretty spot on with what is happening today in our world though ...

**Reply posted on 11-11-2011 @ 07:10 AM by snowen20**

What a freaking ugly and creepy woman that is on the movie poster, with her all seeing illuminated eye.

Just annoyingly creepy. Everything about this in the still reminds me of that long winded thread a few months go about something... something,... October something, cat in a box, the train is coming at noon, Russian tsar, the chair is against the wall nonsense.

I call programming on this one.

**Reply posted on 11-11-2011 @ 08:05 AM by Afterthought**

AH, Steven Greer is behind this movie. Now we at least know where he's been since the Disclosure Project took a nose dive.

Scroll to the 'Thrive Pioneers' page

www.pythagorasconference.com...

These are the others behind it among several others:

David Icke (we all know who this is)

Catherine Austin Fitts (regular C2C guest)

G. Edward Griffin (Glenn Beck's Fed Reserve expert)

Barbara Marx Hubbard (endorsed by Buckminster Fuller, namesake of the Bucky Ball)

This is getting quite interesting.

I, myself, always thought Mr. Greer looked rather alien/reptilian.

**Reply posted on 11-11-2011 @ 12:27 PM by timetothink**

This movie coming out and all the OWS crap...coincidence?

Someone needs to let the OWS crowd they are being used by the celebrities ...they are part of the elite/so called Illuminati and using these people, pulling them in to their web.
I just ordered a copy of the blue ray, I’m excited to see what it is all about and what their solutions are going to be. I am weary, though, as I saw the solution being offered by the final Zeitgeist film was just playing right into the hands of the powers that be. Hopefully, this is not the same and Mr. Foster Gamble is truly a rogue in the family. I look forward to reading some reviews on the film. My copy should be here in 5-10 days. Good eye on the symbolism, OP.

Wow. This doc does look very interesting indeed. I haven’t even heard of this until today. Here is the trailer.

Here is the link to their website.

THREE

I will be watching this today if it can be downloaded.
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THRIVE: ILLUMINATI Sponsored Project (Proceed With Caution), page 1 http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread774413/pg1
Okay, what does it mean?

In the most simple terms, we encourage people to share what they discover here on our websites, as long as they give us proper credit, and don't share entire posts on for-profit websites or other publications. You can include an entire post on another open-access public website, as long as you give the author credit, give AboveTopSecret.com credit, and link back to the URL of the discussion thread post. Linking back to the thread helps people discover the context of the discussion, especially if the content is current and
If you want to share our material on a for-profit website (one with advertising), you'll need to use a small snippet (not the entire post), and link back to the specific discussion thread post.

If you want to use entire posts or threads within a for-profit website, book, video, or other offline product, please contact The Above Network, LLC for more information on how to arrange proper rights. We assure you that we enthusiastically promote the efforts of our members and will work with you to negotiate usage rights that are in the best interest in the "common good" of collaboration and sharing.

Learn how to distribute your work using this license